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We search for potential isovector signatures in the neutron-rich oxygen and calcium isotopes within 
the framework of a relativistic mean-ﬁeld theory with an exact treatment of pairing correlations. To 
probe the isovector sector we calibrate a few relativistic density functionals using the same isoscalar 
constraints but with one differing isovector assumption. It is found that under certain conditions, the 
isotopic chain in oxygen can be made to terminate at the experimentally observed 24O isotope and in 
the case of the calcium isotopes at 60Ca. To produce such behavior, the resulting symmetry energy must 
be soft, with predicted values for the symmetry energy and its slope at saturation density being J =
(30.92 ± 0.47) MeV and L = (51.0 ±1.5) MeV, respectively. As a consequence, the neutron-skin thickness 
of 208Pb is rather small: R208skin = (0.161 ± 0.011) fm. This same model—labeled “FSUGarnet”—predicts 
R1.4 = (13.0 ± 0.1) km for the radius of a “canonical” 1.4M neutron star, yet is also able to support 
a two-solar-mass neutron star.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.Density functional theory (DFT) provides to date the only 
known tractable framework to describe strongly interacting nu-
clear many-body systems ranging from ﬁnite nuclei to neutron 
stars. In the spirit of DFT, the complicated many-body effects are 
assumed to be implicitly encoded in the parameters of the model 
which, in turn, are determined by ﬁtting directly to experimen-
tal data [1]. Thus, the quality of the resultant model depends not 
only on the form of the functional but, in addition, on the data 
used for its calibration. It is widely recognized that the isoscalar 
sector of the density functional is well constrained by available 
ground-state observables. This is in sharp contrast to the isovec-
tor sector that remains poorly determined; for a recent example 
see Ref. [2] and references contained therein. Such a mismatch 
occurs because physical observables that are dominated by the 
isoscalar sector—such as binding energies and charge radii of many 
stable nuclei—have been measured with enormous precision. In-
stead, data on neutron skins [3,4] and neutron-star radii [5–8], 
both highly sensitive to the isovector sector, either lack precision 
or are still open to debate.
Due to the present diﬃculty in obtaining accurate measure-
ments of both neutron skins and neutron-star radii, it seems pru-
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SCOAP3.dent to seek alternative isovector indicators. A fruitful arena for the 
search of isovector sensitivity is pure neutron matter whose equa-
tion of state is approximately equal to that of symmetric nuclear 
matter plus the symmetry energy. The behavior of pure neutron 
matter at low densities is particularly attractive because of its close 
resemblance to a resonant Fermi gas. However, although this has 
stimulated signiﬁcant amount of theoretical activity [9–16], one 
must recognize that neutron matter remains a purely theoreti-
cal construct. A laboratory observable that has been identiﬁed as 
a strong isovector indicator is the electric dipole polarizability of 
208Pb [17–20]. Indeed, the recent high-resolution measurement of 
the electric dipole polarizability of 208Pb at the Research Center for 
Nuclear Physics in Osaka [21,22] has provided a unique constraint 
on the density dependence of the symmetry energy and serves as 
an ideal complement to measurements of the neutron skin.
Given that the symmetry energy accounts for the energy cost in 
departing from equal number of protons and neutrons, one expects 
that the evolution of certain nuclear properties as one moves away 
from the valley of stability will become sensitive to the isovector 
nature of the interaction. For example, if the symmetry energy is 
stiff, namely, if it increases rapidly with density, it becomes ener-
getically favorable to move neutrons from the core to the surface, 
resulting in a thick neutron skin [23]. By the same token, a stiff 
symmetry energy may become small at the dilute nuclear surface 
which is of particular relevance to the valence orbitals. As a result,  under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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drip line relative to their softer counterparts [24].
Mapping the precise boundaries of the nuclear landscape has 
been identiﬁed as one of the most fundamental problems in nu-
clear science; see Refs. [25,26] and references contained therein. 
Although the proton drip line has been determined up to pro-
tactinium (atomic number Z = 91) the neutron drip line remains 
unknown, except in the case of a few light nuclei (Z  8) [27]. 
A particularly dramatic example of this mismatch is the case of 
the ﬂuorine isotopes, which have 19F as its only stable member. 
Whereas 17F marks the boundary of the proton drip line, 31F—with 
12 neutrons away from stability—remains stable against strong de-
cays. While the Coulomb repulsion is largely responsible for having 
the proton drip line just a few neutrons away from stability, the 
basic tenet of this Letter is that the dynamics of the neutron drip 
line is highly sensitive to the nuclear symmetry energy.
Among the few isotopic chains with both drip-line boundaries 
ﬁrmly established, oxygen is perhaps the most intriguing one, as 
it provides the ﬁrst clear indication of the emergence of a new 
magic number at N = 16 [28]. Whereas most mean-ﬁeld calcu-
lations (both non-relativistic and relativistic) have predicted the 
stability of the “doubly-magic” nucleus 28O against strong decays, 
experimental efforts have failed to ﬁnd a stable isotope beyond 
24O [28–31]. This oxygen anomaly has been widely investigated 
within various formulations and, to date, the most common ex-
planation invokes an extra repulsion between valence neutrons 
generated from three-nucleon forces [32–37].
The calcium isotopic chain—the next chain after oxygen with a 
magic number of protons—has also received a great deal of atten-
tion due to its rich subshell structure near N = 32 [38–41]. Partic-
ularly exciting is the recent mass determination of various exotic 
calcium isotopes—up to 54Ca—at both TRIUMF [40] and CERN [41]. 
Yet, despite these remarkable achievements, the experimental de-
termination of the neutron drip line in calcium is likely years 
away—especially if the drip line is at or beyond the “doubly-magic” 
60Ca.
In order to explore the sensitivity of the neutron-rich isotopes 
to the density dependence of the symmetry energy, we construct 
theoretical models subject to the same isoscalar constraints but 
with a single differing assumption on the uncertain isovector sec-
tor. In the relativistic mean-ﬁeld (RMF) theory, the nuclear system 
is composed of neutrons and protons interacting via the exchange 
of various mesons and the photon. In the version of the RMF 
models employed here the interaction among the particles is de-
scribed by an effective Lagrangian density [42–44] whose parame-
ters are determined by ﬁtting model predictions to experimental 
data. In this work we employ the Lagrangian density given in 
Ref. [2] and use the same calibration scheme developed therein 
to ﬁnd the optimal model parameters and their associated theo-
retical uncertainties [45]. Such a ﬁtting protocol relies exclusively 
on genuine physical observables that can be either measured in 
the laboratory or extracted from observation. This approach was 
recently implemented in building the new FSUGold2 density func-
tional [2]. The data pool of observables is suﬃcient to constrain 
the isoscalar sector as evinced by the very small associated the-
oretical uncertainties. However, because no inherent isovector bi-
ases are incorporated into the ﬁt, FSUGold2 predicts—in accordance 
with most relativistic density functionals—a stiff symmetry energy 
and, as a consequence, a fairly thick neutron skin in 208Pb of 
R208skin = (0.287 ±0.020) fm. In an effort to explore the sensitivity of 
the isovector sector to the mass evolution along the isotopic chains 
in oxygen and calcium, we now tune the density dependence of 
the symmetry energy by adding into the calibration an assumed 
value for the neutron-skin thickness of 208Pb. That is, the optimiza-
tion of the density functional is now implemented by assuming Fig. 1. (Color online.) Evolution of the ground-state energy along the isotopic chain 
in oxygen—from 12O to 28O—as predicted by the three RMF models described in the 
text. Experimental data are from Ref. [47].
values of R208skin = 0.12 fm, R208skin = 0.16 fm, and R208skin = 0.28 fm—
in all three cases with an associated error of 0.2%. For simplicity, 
the resulting relativistic mean-ﬁeld models are labeled by their 
assumed value of R208skin, namely, RMF012, RMF016, and RMF028. 
Given that the data pool of observables involves doubly-magic (or 
semi-magic) nuclei, pairing correlations are not included in the cal-
ibration procedure. However, once the calibration is completed, we 
exploit our recently developed RMF-plus-exact-pairing (RMF + EP) 
approach [46] to properly describe the mass evolution along both 
isotopic chains.
We start by displaying in Fig. 1 the evolution of the ground-
state energy along the isotopic chain in oxygen. Given that the 
nearly isospin-symmetric isotopes 14–18O are largely insensitive to 
the isovector sector, the model predictions are almost indistin-
guishable from each other and are also in good agreement with 
the 2012 Atomic Mass Evaluation (AME2012) [47]. However, as 
the neutron–proton asymmetry is increased, the model predictions 
start to differ, indicating that isovector effects are starting to play 
an increasingly dominant role. Indeed, the models display dramatic 
differences as the experimentally determined neutron drip line at 
24O is approached. Although drip-line nuclei are undoubtedly sen-
sitive to subtle dynamical effects, e.g., mixing to the continuum, 
it appears that the density dependence of the symmetry energy 
also plays a critical role. In particular, we ﬁnd that RMF028 (with 
the stiffest symmetry energy) overbinds the neutron-rich isotopes, 
leading to the common, yet erroneous, prediction of a drip line 
at 28O. In contrast, RMF012 and RMF016 with a softer symmetry 
energy produce the necessary repulsion to shift the neutron drip 
line to 24O. We must underline that such behavior is determined 
by the weakly-bound excess neutrons that reside in the nuclear 
surface where the density is low. Thus, it is the low-density com-
ponent of the symmetry energy—which is larger for a soft model—
that dictates the physics, rather than the symmetry energy around 
saturation density. This suggests that models with a small R208skin
should be the ﬁrst ones to reach the neutron drip line [24], pre-
cisely as seen in Fig. 1. Although Coulomb effects shift the proton 
drip line much closer to stability, the imprint of the symmetry en-
ergy should also be manifest on the neutron-deﬁcient side of the 
isotopic chain. Indeed, this appears to be the case. As highlighted 
in the inset of Fig. 1, both RMF012 and RMF016 predict—unlike 
RMF028—that 12O is unstable against proton emission, in agree-
ment with experiment. Thus, as in the case of the neutron drip 
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0.148 fm−3 and (b) neutron density of 24O as predicted by the three RMF models 
discussed in the text.
line, the two softer models reach the proton drip line earlier than 
the stiffer one. Note that the true ground state of the odd–odd 
nucleus 12N is a superposition of states with the unpaired proton 
and neutron being in orbitals that can couple to the ground-state 
spin of the nucleus (i.e., Jπ = 1+). However, for simplicity we ap-
proximate the ground-state energy of 12N by the lowest-energy 
conﬁguration. The inset in Fig. 1 seems to validate this approxi-
mation.
To further validate this behavior, we display in Fig. 2(a) the 
symmetry energy predicted by the three models up to a density 
slightly above saturation density. The thickness of the neutron skin 
in 208Pb is largely determined by the slope of the symmetry en-
ergy at (or near) saturation density. In the case of a stiff symmetry 
energy, such as RMF028, it is energetically advantageous to move 
neutrons from the core (where S is large) to the surface (where 
S is small), albeit at the expense of an increase in surface ten-
sion. Thus, models with a stiff symmetry energy tend to predict 
thicker neutron skins. However, at a density of about 2/3 of sat-
uration density, corresponding to a value of the symmetry energy 
of almost 26 MeV, all three models intersect each other. This well-
known result emerges from the sensitivity of the binding energy 
of neutron-rich nuclei to the symmetry energy at a density that 
is intermediate between that of the core and the surface [23,44,
48–52]. As a result, the symmetry energy below this density be-
comes larger for the softer models. This increase in the symmetry 
energy generates the added repulsion required to shift the neutron 
drip line from 28O to 24O.
Such unique behavior of the symmetry energy leaves a distinct 
imprint on the neutron density of 24O; see Fig. 2(b). First, we note 
that for a stiff symmetry energy, as in the case of RMF028, more 
neutrons are pushed to the surface resulting in both a depletion 
of the density in the interior and a larger neutron radius. Sec-
ond, at a distance of about 3 fm, corresponding to a density of 
about 0.05 fm−3, the neutron density predicted by the RMF028 
model now becomes the largest, as this is the region that domi-
nates the contribution to the neutron radius. Finally, at even larger 
distances where the density is dominated by the weakly-bound va-
lence neutrons, the density is again lowest for the stiffest model 
(see the inset in Fig. 2(b)). That is, the smaller symmetry energy 
at low density of the RMF028 model yields less repulsion for the 
valence orbitals and consequently a faster falloff of the density. 
The single-neutron spectrum displayed in Fig. 3 serves to reaﬃrm 
these trends. In particular, we notice a “compression” of the single-
particle spectrum as the symmetry energy becomes stiffer. Indeed, 
whereas the “core” sp-orbitals become less bound with increasing 
stiffness, the valence sd-orbitals are more strongly bound. Partic-
ularly, the neutron 1d3/2 orbital becomes unbound for the softer 
models—a critical requirement for the drip line in oxygen to be 
found at 24O.Fig. 3. (Color online.) Single-neutron spectrum for 24O as predicted by the three 
RMF models discussed in the text.
Fig. 4. (Color online.) Evolution of the ground-state energy along the isotopic chain 
in calcium—from 33Ca to 70Ca—as predicted by the three RMF models described in 
the text. Experimental data are from Ref. [47].
We continue by displaying in Fig. 4 ground-state energies for 
calcium—the next isotope with a fully closed proton shell. Predic-
tions have been made for a wide range of neutron–proton asym-
metries starting with 33Ca and ending with the very neutron-rich 
70Ca isotope. The calculation for the neutron-rich isotopes was 
done using the augmented f pg9/2 valence space. It is found that 
including the 1g9/2 orbital enhances the binding energy in the 
40–60Ca region bringing the predictions from both RMF012 and 
RMF016 into closer agreement with experiment. Also shown in 
the ﬁgure are experimental data from the latest AME2012 com-
pilation [47]. Note that the AME2012 results quoted for 53Ca and 
beyond were “derived not from purely experimental data” [47]. 
Contrary to the isotopic chain in oxygen where the neutron drip 
line has been ﬁrmly established, the experimental data show no 
evidence that the neutron drip line is within reach. Given that 
all three models were calibrated using ground-state energies for 
both 40Ca and 48Ca, it is not surprising that the agreement among 
them—and with experiment—is very good. However, beyond 48Ca 
where isovector effects start to play a critical role, signiﬁcant dif-
ferences emerge. In particular, and fully consistent with the re-
sults obtained along the isotopic chain in oxygen, the stiff RMF028 
model predicts an overbinding that is inconsistent with experi-
ment. Although all three models agree that 60Ca is particle bound, 
a subtle odd–even staggering emerges thereafter. Nevertheless, 
upon closer examination we found that for RMF012 and RMF016 
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RMF models discussed in the text. Note that the 2s1/2 and 1d3/2 orbitals are pre-
dicted to be nearly degenerate in all three models.
the neutron drip line is reached at 60Ca. On the other hand, the 
very ﬂat plateau displayed by RMF028 makes it diﬃcult to iden-
tify the exact location of the neutron drip line. This observation 
is also supported by the single-neutron energies of 60Ca displayed 
in Fig. 5. Indeed, compared to its softer counterparts, the barely 
unbound 1g9/2 orbital in RMF028 makes the identiﬁcation of the 
drip line ambiguous. We stress that a more accurate description of 
the neutron drip line remains a serious theoretical challenge. For 
example, whereas Holt and collaborators [38] predict—like we do—
that the neutron drip line will be reached at or beyond 60Ca, Hagen 
et al. ﬁnd 60Ca to be particle unbound relative to 56Ca [39]. How-
ever, while the results of Holt et al. depend critically on the role 
of three-nucleon forces, Ekström and collaborators have recently 
found that a properly optimized chiral nucleon–nucleon interaction 
can describe many aspects of nuclear structure without explicitly 
invoking three-nucleon forces [53].
Finally, we turn to the neutron-deﬁcient side of the calcium iso-
topes. As shown in Fig. 4 and highlighted in the inset, models with 
a soft symmetry energy reach both drip lines earlier than their 
stiffer counterparts. Indeed, whereas the proton drip line in both 
RMF012 and RMF016 can be placed at 34Ca in agreement with ex-
periment, RMF028 predicts its location at or beyond 33Ca. (Again, 
for the odd–odd nuclei, 32K and 34K, we used the same approxi-
mation as for 12N.)
The results obtained so far suggest that by adopting certain rea-
sonable assumptions one can reproduce the observed experimental 
trends in the isotopic chains of both oxygen and calcium. In our 
particular case, such a “plausible assumption” implies the adoption 
of an ad-hoc value of R208skin. This ﬁnding is signiﬁcant as it has been 
previously shown that calibrating RMF functionals by relying exclu-
sively on well-measured physical observables invariably results in 
the prediction of fairly large neutron skins [2,45,54]. Instead, one 
immediate consequence of the present analysis is that the neutron-
skin thickness of neutron-rich nuclei can not be overly large. In-
deed, the model that can best reproduce ground-state energies 
along the oxygen and calcium isotopic chains is RMF016—a model 
that henceforth will be referred to as “FSUGarnet”. This model pre-
dicts R208skin = (0.161 ± 0.011) fm. In turn, the strong correlation 
between R208skin and neutron-star radii leads to the following predic-
tion for the radius of a 1.4M neutron star: R1.4 = (13.0 ±0.1) km. 
Note that although the symmetry energy is relatively soft, the 
overall equation of state is stiff enough to support a two-solar-
mass neutron star [55,56]. Indeed, the maximum neutron-star 
mass supported by FSUGarnet is Mmax = (2.07 ± 0.02) M . Finally, given that no property of inﬁnite nuclear matter was incorporated 
into the ﬁt, the symmetry energy J = (30.92 ± 0.47) MeV and its 
slope L = (51.0 ± 1.5) MeV at saturation density represent legiti-
mate model predictions.
Although all our results were obtained from the calibration 
of a relativistic density functional constrained exclusively from 
experimental and observational data—plus a critical assumption 
on R208skin—it is instructive to compare them against the predic-
tions from various other analyses. In the particular case of the 
neutron-skin thickness of 208Pb, it falls safely within the R208skin =
(0.14–0.23) fm range suggested by a myriad of different analy-
ses [21,57–64]. In regard to the symmetry energy and its slope at 
saturation density, many of these same publications are consistent 
with the predictions from FSUGarnet. This is not overly surprising 
given that the value of the symmetry energy J is largely con-
strained by nuclear masses and its slope L by the value of R208skin.
In summary, we have explored sensitivity to isovector effects 
in the neutron-rich oxygen and calcium isotopes by calibrating 
RMF models with the same isoscalar constraints but with a sin-
gle differing assumption on the isovector sector: the neutron-skin 
thickness of 208Pb. We found that in these neutron-rich isotopes 
isovector effects play a critical role in reproducing the correct ex-
perimental trends along both isotopic chains—a result customarily 
associated with the repulsive character of the three-nucleon force 
[32–39]. In particular, FSUGarnet—a newly calibrated relativistic 
density functional—displays a soft symmetry energy that can pro-
vide the extra repulsion required to terminate the oxygen chain at 
24O and predicts the neutron drip line in calcium to be reached at 
60Ca. The same isovector trends were also found on the neutron-
deﬁcient side of both isotopic chains. Indeed, FSUGarnet predicts 
the proton drip line in oxygen and calcium to be reached at 13O 
and 34Ca, in agreement with experiment. Although we have es-
tablished the critical role that the symmetry energy plays in the 
delineation of the drip lines, we recognize that our results may 
be model dependent. Yet, we are conﬁdent that our ﬁndings are of 
suﬃcient interest to motivate alternative studies with other classes 
of density functionals.
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